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Regarded as a tedious and unpleasant task, inventorying is often perceived as an 
insurmountable mission. It generally requires companies to mobilise internal and external 
resources for long periods, for a result that does not always match expectations (lack of 
exhaustiveness, viability, scalability). Nonetheless, an inventory is a statutory obligation 
(Article L123-12 of the french Commercial Code)!

These days, tools exist that facilitate such asset audits and ensure that inventories are 
future-proof. The right inventory software coupled with the right identification technology 
ensures not only a lasting inventory but also proven returns on investment.

RFID is one of those technologies that provide businesses with an innovative solution and 
offer significant benefits in terms of speed, efficiency and profitability.  
Its adaptability to every environment ensures optimal tracking of all types of assets. And 
the use of radio frequency means that stock checks can be contactless and seamless: the 
speed of the stock check is limited only by the speed of the checker walking through and 
scanning the room!
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WITH RFID, THE INFORMATION COMES TO YOU

UHF RFID* is a long-range radio frequency identification system
which does not require physical or visual contact. It enables unique identification of a 
thing or person, like a digital fingerprint.

Containing an antenna, the RFID chip returns a signal that is remotely detectable by a 
reader as soon as it comes within its electromagnetic field. It can therefore be read 
regardless of its position or situation. It is the size of the antenna coupled with the power 
of the handset that determines the reading distance.

• UHF RFID: 

Ultra High 
Frequency  
Radio 
Identification 
System
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CHOOSING RFID MEANS INVENTORYING WITHOUT SEARCHING

RFID technology was born in the '40s to tell apart ‘friendly’ and ‘enemy’ aircraft during the 
Second World War, and its field applications are now numerous. Present in our daily lives 
in the form of chips, cards or badges (access to buildings or public transport, electronic toll 
systems, contactless payment, identification of pets, etc.), it also ensures tracking of
goods, operating assets and non-production equipment.
It offers better control of movements and flows (transport, stock-in/stock-out, moves,
etc.), limits disappearances and thefts, and offers considerable time savings when stock-
checking.
Revolutionising the inventory process in retail and product tracking for a good dozen years 
now, it has become strategic in companies' internal management.

RFID technology, applied to the management of business assets, provides an
innovative solution to the need to identify and track its assets.
Simply scanning a room identifies the content and checks what equipment has 
disappeared or been moved. Multiformat and multiplatform, RFID chips can be used on 
any type of asset and be made invisible if necessary.
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Contactless inventory
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SENSITIVE INVENTORIES  — WITH RFID ANYTHING IS POSSIBLE

RFID has a major advantage in being concealable. A chameleon technology, it can be 
used on any material and can be read without being seen: a real advantage when you 
want to identify assets in a "sensitive" environment. It offers businesses that need to 
conceal the chips, or those whose equipment is difficult to access, the ability to carry out 
unobtrusive and blind inventories.

The method of complexing* tags offers the great advantage of creating chips of all sizes, 
colours and shapes that can then integrate perfectly into the "landscape" they are 
identifying. But it's the use of ultra-high frequency radio waves that also give it the ability 
to be read contactlessly and invisibly. 

Configurable, handsets can calibrate the reading distance. They can be used in every 
environment: open-plan, showroom, individual offices, workshops, etc.

Careful though, you have to adjust the handset to make sure you don't read the     
assets in the room beside it!

* Complexing 
refers to how 
the tags are 
made. The 
RFID is 
integrated into 
a moulded 
object or into 
a paper label.
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Delighted by its benefits, the luxury goods and art world has has been using RFID 
for years. 
From works of art, to high-fashion dresses and rooms of palaces, RFID
also has aesthetic benefits.
Chips can be sewn into pillowcases, curtains or linings (using fabric labels for example) or
simply stuck under a statue or on the back of a painting (labels with special adhesives);
they're still readable.

One client's review

Owner and manager of luxury hotels, this big group is a major player in the hospitality 
industry in France and abroad. […]
"With some 9,000 inventoriable assets, and given their diversity from bedroom furniture 
and furnishings to lobbies and kitchens, we wanted to use a firm renowned for large 
inventories that could offer us solutions tailored to our time constraints and aesthetic 
Requirements." Read more…
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WITH RFID, THE INACCESSIBLE ARE STILL READABLE

Contactless and seamless, the RFID reader requires no search time for chips. They are
read remotely, simply by the handset passing through the radio waves that they emit.

No more need to bend down to find the label stuck under furniture or behind a
patch bay.
No more need for a locker key to open it and scan its label.       

Be careful though, metal objects require special chips.

RFID allows you to be more efficient. The speed of the stock check is limited only by the 
speed of the checker walking through and scanning the room! The time savings are 
proven. Stock checks are 4 to 5 times faster depending on whether you're only stock-
checking or also updating information such as obsolescence, for example.
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Inventory 4.0
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RFID STOCK CHECKS ARE 4–5 TIMES FASTER

RFID meets the administrative needs of the services and manufacturing industries. And
more generally, they meet the multiple challenges of companies who are already in the
4.0 era.

It now forms an integral part of these companies' thinking, called ‘smart’ or ‘connected’,
companies in full digital transformation and who see 3D, the Internet of Things and RFID
as a major vector for optimising their business.

A true growth lever, digitalisation, IoT and RFID offer measurable productivity gains to 
entities that employ them.
But for it to work, moving to the 4.0 era has to be accompanied by a total revamp of 
corporate organisation and management, forcing them to rethink how they function.

* Internet of  
Things
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Although rationalisation of processes is a key success factor, it is by detailed analysis of 
work tools (production machines, installed software, administrative equipment -
furniture, computer, audiovisual, etc.) that any good digital strategy must begin.
For the company, this means having an exhaustive picture of its assets and knowing the 
cost of managing them. To do that it has to have a complete inventory of its assets and 
ensure that they are tracked. These operations, generally long and burdensome, 
therefore have to be optimised to give the best possible return.

RFID provides a solution to this dual challenge. It allows you to identify all types of assets,
machines and equipment via a chip, the shape, size and material of which can be adapted 
to any environment (industrial, tertiary, medical, hospitality, teaching, etc.) and to all 
conditions (very high temperatures, bad weather, etc.)

Coupled with a portable handset fitted with mobile inventory software, it allows you to 
stock-check all of a company's assets and have precise knowledge of their state of 
obsolescence and their management cost.

Above all, RFID tracks equipment and where it is assigned. Nothing is more simple than 
scanning a room to read asset labels and verify their presence or check the furnishings 
of a room.
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RFID TECHNOLOGY MEANS SPEED AND PROFITABILITY

No more inventories with no tomorrow! Do spot checks at any time.  Do discrepancy 
analysis and updates directly in the field. New assets are created in real time.

Using RFID technology optimises flows and reduces costs by controlling moves and 
maintenance, significantly reducing asset renewals through more coherent inter-site 
management.

Better tracked and located simply by scanning, the assets are easily checked. It then 
becomes simple to make good decisions: replace or maintain, or, RFID as a strategic tool!
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High value-added inventories
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DOUBLE USE OF RFID

The use of RFID has spread widely in recent years. It has many applications
in our daily lives as well as in the business world.
The market in RFID-based solutions is now mature. And its fulfils all its promises in terms 
of productivity and profitability.

RFID allows a business to control its 2nd budget by reducing the purchasing, management 
and maintenance costs of equipment assets. Stock checking is 4 to 5 times faster and 
contributes to auditor certification of financial statements by providing a fair and true 
asset inventory statement (as required by law).

Lastly, and contrary to popular misconceptions, the cost of RFID has fallen sharply. And 
even though its price is still slightly higher than barcodes, the ROI* rapidly covers the 
initial investment.

* Return On  
Investment
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TIME SAVINGS: EFFICIENCY & PRODUCTIVITY

The executives in charge of corporate operations haven't got it wrong. They now see in RIFD 
a reliable and profitable technology that helps them automate their processes, ensure 
tracking of their assets and do fast stock checks (location, assignment, obsolescence, etc.)

More efficient field teams, optimised flows, centralised information. 

Identified by an RFID label, equipment is locatable at all times.

❖ No more need to search for it or return to a workstation to reassign it, updates are done  
in real time in the field.

❖ Moves and transfers can be prepared and planned without risk of error: each asset is 
marked, it leaves from point A and arrives at point B.

❖ Connected to a mobile app, RFID makes teams 15% more efficient on a daily basis and 
300% more efficient during stock checking campaigns.

But the gains are also and above all financial.
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LESS EXPENSE MEANS PROFITABILITY

A company's profitability depends as much on its margins as on its control of management 
costs. Tracking and maintaining production tooling such as its operating equipment is 
therefore strategic.

Inventorying and RFID tracking have a large hand in reducing purchasing and 
maintenance budgets, saving 20% on renewal costs and reducing maintenance costs by  
12%.

No more pointless purchases! No more ill-timed contract renewals!

Thanks to the instantaneousness provided by RFID, you know precisely and at all times the 
status and location of your assets, their costs and any associated contracts and warranties.

❖ No more pointless investment in a video projector at site X while there are 3 of them at  
site Y.

❖ No longer pay to repair equipment that's still under warranty.
❖ No longer invest in a new machine while its maintenance cost is minimal.
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LESS EXPENSE MEANS PROFITABILITY
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With RFID, avoid wastage and make savings!

Simply by sticking a label on a piece of equipment, you make users feel 
more responsible for it: less deterioration, less disappearance.

Track your assets:
❖avoid breakdowns by planning preventive maintenance
❖contribute to increasing equipment lifetime by 18%
❖anticipate and budget replacements
❖use it to help make strategic decisions
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Simpler thanks to contactless reading, more aesthetically pleasing thanks to concealable 
chips and faster thanks to scan-based detection, inventorying will never be the same again 
with RFID technology!

The combined use of radio frequency and mobile handsets now makes real-time 
inventorying possible.

Using all the benefits of RFID combined with asset management software and a proven 
inventory methodology means having precise knowledge of your assets, a detailed 
management cost analysis, continuity of methods (certification of financial statement) 
and above all a tangible return on investment.

To learn more about inventory best practice, download our white paper  "6 tips for 
successful inventory”.
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